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EX-EDITOR ATTACKS SPECTATOR POLICY
'45-46 Editor Charges That
Spectator Is To Blame For
Minority Student Control
Bordeaux To
The
STUDENT Be Scene Of
Tea
OBSERVER AWSSC
All Seattle College coeds
Jeanne Marie Eschbach

and their mothers are invited VOLUME XIV

WHILE THK ASSC is setting to attend the annual Motherfire to a ten-day political cam- Daughter Tea, sponsored by
paign, a sideline battle promises the

to discharge as much heat. This
article does not .propound a revolt
but it does mean to inform Seatthe College students that their official publicaion can be saddled
with the blame for the lack of
school spirit and interest m student activities, and the resulant
sway of the minority.
Limelighting 'u«e student government itself, it is to be noted
that the ASSC, originally formulated as a democratic government,
has now become to signify autocratic rule, which concentrates
authority m the hands of a small
group. Where the control of affairs once rested with the majority of its members, it now reposes
m the laps of the unfortunate few.

The constitution, which was
ordained to be the supreme documentary Instrument of self-government of the Associated Stu-

dents, is at present extravaganza. For self-government exists for
the good of the greatest number

of Individuals, not for the glory
of a few individuals. And not once
since Seattle College admitted a
2000-plus student body has a majority been represented m either
new-fledged functions or tradi-

tional activities.
* *

"

THE WORTH of the efforts ex-

pended by this year's governing
officials m out-shining their forerunners of the past decade cannot be denied. But the existing
set-up has failed to incorporate
the addition of a 1000-plus men
*nd women the majority—into
the student body. The ASSC has
functioned beautifully for the
good of an interested minority
which has replaced the majority.
The majority has suffered "a po-

—

litical death blow because its parent organization was impeded m
serving the common good.

Consequently, disinterest has
flooded the spirits of the mass
of students and there has followed a washout of school spirit.
If properly developed and directed, this school spirit could have
become the vitalizing power and
dominant force of the college com-

" * "

THE TRUE Seattle College spirit will not be Injected into a majority of students until the Seattle College Spectator cultivates
that expansion.Its stagnant news,
its inadequate coverage, its slug-

gish techniques, and its pinpoint
perspective subdue each week the
purpose of the ASSC. This organization, resolving to foster school
spirit and interest m college activities among its members, has
inherited the SPEC as its mouthpiece. How can the ASSC promote
the welfare, the common good, of
the student body when its endowed agent does not symbolize
prompt and efficient communication with every part of the colThe college news organ is commissioned to bring every student
m touch with the activities of
the entire college, giving him a
genuine perspective of his college, its scholastic profit and ex-tra-curricular opportunities, both
cargo for a complete, broadly-

founded education.
The pathetic representation at
student assemblies, the post-mortem criticism of the presidential
amendment, and the ludicrous
objections to clique-control verify the wounds Inflicted upon the
Associated Students by the SPECTATOR. Its Immature layout
tampers with the mechanism of
the ASSC and reproduces only
dull, bent reflections of college
life.

" * "

LAST WEEK'S printed attack
on SC's only prominent pre-nominatlon political group confirms
criticism of the SPECTATOR.
Under cover of a column, "The
Student Observer,' the news sheet
disguised one of the most sensational storlea of the year— that
a so-called DHP (dark horse par(Continued to page 4)
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Associated Women Students, to be held at Bordeaux
Hall on Sunday, May 4, from
3:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Jeanne Chase and Lucille Hem-

nes, co-chairmen for the tea, distributed invitations during the
past two weeks to all coeds, who
"ire urged to attend with their
mothers or some other woman
relative or friend.
Musical entertainment will be
provided throughout the afternoon. Marcie Mooney Is handling
the publicity for the event.
Proceeds from a drawing have
been used to purchase the food.
The food committee, consisting
of Joanne Cruickshank, Pat Collins and Rosemary Barrett sold
(he food chance tickets during
the past week.
The Mother-Daughter Tea will
provide an opportunity for the
girls to introduce their mothers
to Mrs. Marie Leonard, Dean of
Women.

S^P?

V.i

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, FRIDAY, MAY

VICTOR HERBERTS "RED MILL"
OPENSAT MOORE THEATRE MAY 7

Opera Guild Production
TODAY Directed By William A.
Nominations to ASSC Offices Atomic Energy Moeller Ready To Open
Main Business On Agenda Of Control To Be
Student Body Meeting Today Debate Topic

NOMINATIONS

At 12:00 today, the annual student body political machThe Gavel Club will sponinery will start turning. Nominations are set for the stu- sor an Intramural debate with
dent body meeting to be held at the K.C. Hall. The cam- the preliminary round startpaigns will follow, and thence voting.
ing Tuesday, May 13 at 7:00
m room 219 of the Liberal
Today at Noon
K. C. Hall
Nominations.
Arts Building.

—

Plans Revealed
For Collegiate
'Jam Session'

Tuesday and Wednesday from
1)1:00 to 2:00
Registration
Primary Election, May 9
Thie first Jazz group ever held
9:00 to 3:00
Seattle College assembled toat
14
May
Elections,
General
gether last Tuesday at an Informal
9:00 to 3:00
Below Is a letter addressed to meeting held m room 123 (forthe students of Seattle College by merly 137 to those that couldn't
Student Body President Fred Holt. find it) to discuss plans for a
We quote m full and heartily enBerenice I»«iae Thorpe, author dorse his proposals.
"Jam Session."
of the 1944 best-seller, "Reunion
on Strawberry Hill," will be the
Today is the day. The pres- The group's primary purpose is
to organize musicians of SC into
guest speaker at the next meet- ent officers of the Associated
an entertainment group that will
ing of the Seattle College Writ- Students are beginning thoir be
able to put on a "Jam Seser's Club on tiiursday, May 8. downhill
From
here
on
sion" some time during- the midrun.
at B^oo p.m. .m rooai 110 of the
it's merely a matter of seeing dle of May. Most of the musicians
Liberal Arts building.
elections are of Seattle College are playing m
In her discussion, the Pacific to it that the
various bands around town. As a
Northwest writer will deal with carried off as efficiently and result, these fellows can never
the problems confronting the non- completely as possible. For show their talents to the .stuprofessional writer. The narrative today you will nominate those dents of the College. Only by a
at the University of Washington persons whom you believe Jazz or Jam session can the fel[wovides her with a practical should take over the affairs lows take time to organize for
realization of the difficulties enstudent presi- playing purposes.
countered by literary novices and of the offices of
The first practice is scheduled
dent, vice-president, secrethe challenges to be met m the
for next Tuesday night (8:00) at
sgt.-at-urms,
treasurer,
tary,
field of fiction.
a meeting place disclosed to only
Mrs. Thorpe is a member of and representatives oi\ the the performers. They will
be noTheta Sigma Phi, women's jour- Advisory Board.
tified by telephone as to details.
nalism honorary, the national adgreat falling of Anyone wanting Information or
vertising honorary, and the Free ...Due to the one
the present administration, lack who was not able to attend the
Lance Club. She served as one of
of
proper means of publicity, Ilas' meeting can call either Bud
the chairmen for last summer's
firmly urge that you attend to- Hellner at HE. 2454, Norm KeyPacific Northwest Writers' Connolds, GA. 8380, or Jim Hughes,
day's student meeting m order
ference held m Seattle.
to meet the candidates and get EA. 8737.
The lecture will<be open to the an idea of what you want m the Former musicians from service,
public.
local, and defunct bands made up
way of student government.
ithe majority of the gathering. ExThe term government brings up
players from the "Gentlemen of
a very interesting topic which Rhythm," "Aristocrats of Swing,"
lias been bandied about under the 'IMen About Town," "Gentlemen
title of "school spirit," "interest," of Note," "Noteworthies," and
and such like and Iwont start "Melody Knights" dominated over
The Junior Class has sent per- Lhe usual degrading, crltticizing all thie other local outfits.
sonal invitations to all graduating line of print that accompanies
Two complete combos turned
seniors to attend the Junior Prom that term. But it seems to me out with an assortment of vocalwhich will be held m their honor that you are here to get an edu- ists, piano (boogie and blues),
at the Olympic Hotel's Spanish cation, which is not restricted to percussion, brass, reed, and variBallroom, Saturday, May 17. books but also includes human ous other specialty soloists.
You cannot overlook
Tickets will be available to the relations.
a
as an election m a
thing
such
Those turning out for the sesseniors until four o'clock today,
May 2, at the college bookstore, school of approximately 2300 stu- sion are: Bob Moffat, trumpet;
dents. If you can't know the can- Norm Reynolds, trumpet; Joan
free of charge.
didates well enough and vote in- Scanlon, clarinet and sax; Al NicThe time for juniors to obtain telligently here,
how m blazes coll, sax; Bob Sucke, trombone;
their tickets willbe from Monday, do you expect to take part m poMllo Icen, clarinet; Jules GamMay 5, to Friday, May 9. Bever- litical affairs on
? ache, bass; Bob Spledel, bass; Jim
a
national
scale
ly McLucas, ticket chairman, urg- It's easy
to kick, and many Johnson, drums; Val Foubert,
es all students wishing to obtain of U3 do. Here's a chance for drums;
Louie Crollard, vibes; Bud
tickets to do so promptly at the you to show how intelligent you
Hellner, guitar; Mcl Gamache,
times alloted so as not to be are by taking part m this rela- guitar; Betty
McPherson, piano;
disappointed. Sophomores and tively small sphere of politics
and Honnie Crollard, piano; Bob Lin(o
obtain human
Freshmen will be able
nature.
burgh, piano; Ken Wood, vocal,
any'remaining tickets from May
You mlglu, lor Instance, find and Phyllis Barnliart, vocal.
12 to the day of the Prom.
out what each office means, what
Virginia Clark it entails m the way of work,
Co-chairmen
and Jim McKay remind all stu- time, etc., then look at the varidents that the dress of the eve- ous candidates, their ..platforms
"All Veterans must report
ning will be strictly formal with and their past work, weigh the
long dresses for the girls and knowledge gained, and vote
Office, Room 7-E, Engineering
tuxedos for the men. They also Intelligently.
Building and fill out Form
7-1908. All Veterans who are
request that all students rememActually Idoubt If you will do
ber that those people attending it, purely
returning for Summer Quarter
of
standpoint
from a
must request five days leave
the College now must havf first disinterest, but if you want to get
consideration m acquiring these an insight into the workings of
on Form 7-1908 m order not
tickets. The price is $2.50 a cou- your student government and in- to interrupt their subsistence.
All veterans who are not reple.
directly into the workings of all
turning for summer school but
political movements-START BY
are returning to school m the
GOING TO THE MEETING TOImportant
Fall
Quarter, may request all
DAY!
the leave that they have acBODY
cumulated.
MEETING
However, all Veterans must
the Form 7-1908."
complete
C,
Training Officer
K.
M. O'Connell
ASSC NOMINATIONS

Author Of Best
Seller To Attend
Writers' Meeting

—
—

1

Prom Invitations
Sent Out To All
Senior Graduates

—

I

STUDENT

K. of

12 Noon

.

NUMBER 26

2, IH4,

ATTENTION

Subject will be, resolved "that
the control of atomic energy
should be committed to a U.S.
Military Commission."
Preliminaries will consist of
three rounds with the final on
Friday, May 16.
All participants will be inexperienced speakers. Those still
wishing to enter are requested
to see either Beverly McLucas
or Bob Larson.
Those teams already signed up
are: Margo Horsman and Marcie
Mooney, Lois Murphy and Becky
Roberts, Tootle Dahlberg and
Mary Jean Valentino, Chris Mc- 1
""""i
i
the forthcoming Seattle ColHugh, Roseaun Cassidy, and Jo] in Playing the romantic lead
team), lege Opera Guild production "The Red Mill" is Frances
Moran (three man
Jack Flood and George McGuire. She will play the part of Gretchen opposite Bill
Anderson, Frank Sullivan and Kirby, who portrays the part of Captain Doric Van Damm,
Fred Robinson, Ed Cultenar.c and her lover.
Norm Hanley, Tom Tangney and
An 8:30 p.m. curtain will mark the climax of weeks
G. Thalle, Jeanne Roberts 'and
of
rehearsals as the Seattle College Opera Guild's producDenny O'Brien, Bob Wanasek and
Bill Newspn, Tony Lease and tion of "The Red Mill" is staged May 7 at the Moore theater.
Frank Loirier, Frank Perri, Ed
Booked for a matinee and an
Deßocco and John More (three evening performance, the Victor
man teuni), Stan MeNaughton Herbert opus will star Frances
and G. Wansley.
McGuire as Gretchen and Bill
Gavel intercollegiate debaters Kirby as Captain Doric Van
Damm, romantic leads. The proare acting as coaches.
Anyone interested m acting as duction is under the direction of
judges, are asked to contact Bev- William A. Moeller.
erly McLucas or Bob Larson.
"The Red Mill" portrays the
plight of two American tourists
Con Kldder (Don Wood) and Kid
Conner (Kov Packard) when they
are stranded m the town of
Katzky-ann-Zee, (Holland. They
soon become entangled m the affairs of the town's inhabitants
Friday, May 2
and aid m bringing about the
Student body
marriage of the lovers and also
ASSC nominations
the marriage of the BurgomasX of C— 12:00
ter's sister, Bertha (Rita Horan)
Saturday, May 3
and the Governor
(Prentice
SC vs U. of Washington
Dean). Jack Marilley plnys the
Graves Field— l:oo
part of the Burgomaster.
Sunday, May 4
Other singing leads include
Mother-Daughter Tea
Marjorie Carlisle as Tina, Bob
Monday; May 5
Wanasek as Willem and Gonny
SC vs. PLC Parkland
Webber as Countess DeLaFero.
Douhleheader
Vince Pepper and George Flood
IK meeting 7:30
are
cast m dramatic roles. Pat
PRENTICE
Tuesday, May 6
Kelly and Gloria Torlai are alterRegistration for voting
Governor"
nate leads for the roles of Tina
LA Bldg.— ll-2
and Bertha.
and scenery are Bob Lynch,
Forum Club Meeting
Krsak, Jim Lynch and
George
A chorus of thirty voices willRm. 210—7:30
furnish musical background for Dick Eisen. Robert Breskovich
Wednesday, May 7
the leads. Members of women's is bundling the business and pubRegistration for voting
chorus
include Evelyn Ernsdorff, licity for the production. Louise
Bldg.—
ll-2
LA
Ruth Mary Blanchette, Beverly Rehbuhn is making the arrangeMendel Club Meeting
Shinn, Roberta Bentlcr, Patricia ments for the sponsors.
"Red Mill," 8:30 Moore
O'Malley, Pauline Dorgan, KathThursday, May 8
Also working on the producleen McElligott, Colleen O'Mal- tion
CWCE Tennis here
staff are Joann Cruickshank,
ley Doris Ann Linburgh, Cather- costume director and her assis"SC on the Air"
ine Gibbons, Eileen Howe, Joan tants, Pat Collins, "Keek"
KEVR— B:3O
ConWilwerding, Mary Trumbull, Alice roy, Chris McHugh, Terry
Riding Club Jaunt
Cain
Buck and Rachel Scales.
and Becky Roberts. Assisting MiThose m the men's chorus are chele Riverman m the make-up
Dick Eisen, Tom Morris, Tom department are Kathleen Runnells
Dibb, Bill Dibb, Jack Dorsey, Vie and Alex Duhamel.
McKay, Tony Gibbons,Bob Lynch,
Jim Lynch, Tom Tangney, Georsw
Wednesday evening, the Kvsak, Bob Mehelich, Hank BiCarreou, Mike HoffKnights of Columbus Hall was the som, Tom
Demers.
and
Bert
mann
meeting.
scene of the Sodality
Dramatic coach for the proFather Peronteau opened the
meeting with prayer, after which duction is W. Grt'Kory Crawley.
Frank Alishio spoke on the inten- Assisting Bill Moeller as musical
GAME
tion for the month of May, '"the director Is Tat Brounlee ami acTOMORROW AT 1:00
Sanctification of Marriage." Ali- ompanlsls Mary Rose Stuolcey
shio emphasized its importance and Betty Ann Rogstad. Fathrr
GRAVES FIELD
and the Catholic aspect of mar- Daniel F. Reldy, S.J. is feculty
On
U.
W. Campus— No. 4 Bus
dlnetor of music.
riage.
settings
the
Constructing
stage
4)
(Continued on page

m

PREVIEW

OF
THE WEEK
meeyng

—

—

DEAN

"the

War Experiences
In Japan Topic
Of Club Meeting

Attend the

S.G.
U. of W.

SPECTATOR
The Spectator, the official publication of the Associated Students
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Just Three Simple Steps
Within a few hours students of Seattle College will
have nominated to ASSC offices fellow students whom
they believe capable and responsible of holding official
positions m the school's government.
These men we sincerely hope and believe will
have been nominated to run for the various offices
because they have proven their capability, and that
they have shown a sense of responsibility necessary for
each office holder.
As has been said, the nominations will take place
this noon at I2:00 at the X of C. Students will be
nominated for the presidency, vice-presidency, secretary, treasurer, sergeant-at-arms, and three members
each to the sophomore, junior, and senior advisory
However, top importance goes to your No. 1 duty
of voting m next Friday's (May 9) primary elections,
and at the general election.
Only requirement for voting is that the student
register during the two days set aside for registration.
Registration for this election will take place Tuesday and Wednesday from 11-2.
In order to register
a student must produce his stu—
dent body card a card received by all students who
have paid their registration and tuition fees and who
are carrying the required number of hours to be an
official member of the ASSC— and affix his signature
to the voting book. Through this simple proceedure
he is now allowed to vote.
With registration out of the way the student now
has the right to voice his opinion on whohe wishes to
represent him as an officer of the school.
To all readers do your part by registering and
voting. Listen to the candidate's proposals, judge his
past record, and then select the man you want.
To those members of the student body who do not

—Michael Kreitz

BART MOHAN, husky

vet-,

oran looked much the same as
any other student as he sat In
his seat and listened to the
professor giving his lecture. As
he got up to leave the room
with the rest of the class, however, anyone could notice the
difficulty he had walking on
his artificial legs.
Usually he did not leave the
class room until all the rest had
gone out, but today he had
heard from someone that Chipper was waiting for him again.
Everyone knew the dog and
how devoted to Bart he was.
The little black Scottie was wise
and patient but not very fast
on his feet. Bart caught the
his first chance to leap up and
and gently shook him. "Chipper, I'm going to tie you up
again if you don't learn to stay
home the way Itold you!"
The Scottie huddled to the
ground, hid his face m his
black paws, and thumped his
tail on the cement waiting for
his first chance to leap up and
lick his master's hand.
"But I'll let you go this time,
Come on, hop up."
The Scottie jumped into Barts
arms and the black fur matched
Bart's hair. After a couple of
dog-kisses, Bart lowered the dog
to the ground. He always felt
good when he was around the
dog, and strange as it might
seem the evening his legs had
been shot from under him by
machine-gun bullets, lit was of
Chipper he was thinking, how
the dog would have come out
to help him get out of danger.

They walked up to the corner together, Bart leading the
way with his books under his
arm, and Chipper following but

hesitating at trees and posts
along the way. Bart did not realize that Chipper was not following him as he crossed the
street with the green light,
and that Chipper, being a dog,
did not understand that red
meant to stop.
The accident was hardly noticed. Chipper did his best to
escape the green Ford, but he
was not fast on his feet and
it did not do him any good ito
be wise and patient. All m a
minute, Chipper was only a
squealing, misshapen hunk of
flesh and fur, and Bart was
kneeling beside him, by a miracle not struck down himself,
staring at the license plate of
the green Ford, photographing
the numbers m his mind along
with a fierce hatred. He was
crying as he carried the dog
to the sidewalk. Someone with

a car offered to take him home.

—

— remember all

THE KILLER ARE YOU A QUIZ KID?
the way
Seattle
co-

_

By the time they got home,
Chipper was dead. Bart had
wrapped the dog m his coat, because he was going to bury
him m the back yard under
the cherry tree near his little
dog-house. Bart had hardly had
the presence of mind to thank
the man who brought him home,
but he did manage a "thank
you" and started toward the
house.

your griping and
complaining can have no effect. You have a chance
to defeat what you continually expound as the "school
'He hesitated. The tools were
..run by wheels/If you don't like the way the school is.. m the shed behind ithie house.
shovel and bury
being run by the student officers here is your time to He'd get the away,
he thought.
Chipper right
help put a stop to it. Vote for the man whom you No use carrying on all night.

register and vote

think would make the best officer.
Attend the student body meeting today, register
either Tuesday or Wednesday, and vote next Friday
and a week from next Wednesday.

" " "

"

Here Is Your Opportunity
It has been said that if college graduates can do
nothing else they should be able to speak and speak
well. There are many occasions m the life of every
man, whether he has attended college or not, when the
ability to deliver a pleasing oration or an effective
argument is a valuable asset.
The Gavel Club and the Forum Club have always
been excellent organizations m which to learn the
fundamentals of effective speaking. The Forum Club
is an organization formulated to promote all forms of
forensics among inexperienced speakers, while the
Gavel Club is an organization formulated to promote
forensics among more experienced college speakers.
On May 1 3 and 1 6 the Gavel Club will climax a
very successful season of intercollegiate debating by
sponsoring the annual intramural debate tournament.
[his tournament provides a means for all students who
have not participated actively m the Gavel or Forum
Clubs to learn the techniques of debating and speaking or to brush up on their style of speaking.

As he turned behind the house,
he stopped as though struck.
A green Ford was standing between the shed and the fence;
it was ithe same green Ford
that had struck down Chipper!
The driver of the car must
m the house now, Bart realized. Was it one of the family? It couldn't have been one
of the family; no one had a
car and if they had they would
have stopped for him at school
be

and taken him home

1.

College is a
educational institution. But not
always have males and females
wandered together through its
hallowed halls and freely mingled (that is, comparatively
free) m Spanish, ethics, history,
etc., classes. When did Seattle
College go co-ed?

2. What these scientists
won't do next! During the war
the Germans were eating sawdust hamburgers and liking it,
or were they? Now some German scientist has thought up
"chewing gum" meal.
That's
going too far. Don't be dismayed, however, about the
metal "chewing gum." The description of the extra-soft metal is figurative. What iwould
like to know is the name of
the very snft, nawly-found metal that is so scarce.
3. Everyone has h»ard of
the Dionne quintuplets, of
course, but like all little girls
they, too, are growing up. Can
you remember back to the day
when the world was told that
m Ontario, Canada five, not
four, not two, but five little
girls were all born at once?
In other words, how ola are
the Dionne quintuplets?
4. They have a name for
vice-president m 'this country
that sounds like "the forgotten
man." Truman collected the
jack-pot, shall we say, but that

6. Attached to every organization m the school, such as
music clubs, hiking clubs, etc.
attached, willing or otherwise)
is one of the good Fathers as
moderator. Would "reatrairier"
be a better title? In the past
there has been a lot of talk
about the Spectator. Idon't
want to introduce all of the people on the paper, but Iam curious to know if «.nyone can tell
me the name of the moderator
of the Spectator. Don't look at
the editorial list on the second
page of the Spectator, elthor!
7. Have you over sat In one
of the first floor classrooms and
seen a robin hopping around on
the grass? They say there are
sounds which are too high a
pitch for human ears to hear
them. Anyway, lads, the robin
is listening to something. What
(Answers on page 4).
is it?

REVIEW

"THE LEFT HAND
IS THEDREAMER"

Fredericka, who was forced as an infant to live with
her Aunt Palm because her mother was too ill to care
for a growing son and a recently-born daughter, is the
heroine of Nancy Wilson Ross' best seller, The Left
Hand is the Dreamer.
Aunt Palm, whose main interest lies m coloring old sportnews-photos, is a stubborn, philosophizing woman who never
"gets on" with her husband Caleb, who is equally stubborn
but he was a man. Uncle Caleb is a spry old gent who reminds you of Lionel Barrymore,
always stomping around but
who you are sure has a soft
spot somewhere.

Uncle Philander, Aunt Palm's
brother, is a wltiower who has
become interested m natural
history. Christopher( Fredericka's husband, is a young man
who never seems to have any
ideas of his own, at least, he
doesn't express any. Franz Aller Is a refugee from Austria
whose wife has been murdered.
All play an important part
m the story which is centered
around the eccentricities of a
well-to-do family m up-state
New York who are so domineering that they do not understand each other. The story
starts very interestingly and
each character is quite a "character" and you are almost sure
to like them before the book
ends.
Fredericks., now a mother of
two children m whom she hasn't much interest (for she just
isn't interested m them!) recalls how because of her uncertainty of her college lover,
she marries Chris. The marriage up to now had consisted of
Chris' working m the family
bank and Fredericka moaning
around the place about spring,
or daffodils as Aunt Palm, who

"Why, Bart! You're just In
time. The Veterans' Administration has finally grot that car
for you. Your disability. The
man's here now to give you
the papers."

Bart's hands clenched and
unclenched. Cold sweat chilled
the sides of his face. In the hollow of his back, just below his
bellt,^ he felt cold. Finally he
managed to say, In a voice that
seemed to be calm, "Thell him
to step outside, Ma. Tell him
to step outside, please."

—Fred Tough

Roscoe Batch

Harriet Gibb spread confusion andhavoc from one end
of the school to the other last Monday morning at nine
o'clock. She had expert assistance from a front office
script writer. She went from class to class m the simple
guise of a role girl, reading an announcement aloud m
each class, "students whose cars are parked on the east
side of Madison street, are requested to move them."
Those of us, who once more know the old familiar
feeling of youth rising, like the sap, m spring, should
avoid the rising generation. We have just returned from
a week spent with a downy youth of seventeen. We felt
right comradely and thought we had put ourselves completely on his level. We wished him well when he went
wandering off to ascertain whether or not he really had
previously known a.blonde young girl, who was sitting
m the club car. With true "one of the boys" interest, we
inquired as to his success when he returned. VNaw," he
said, "she was old, about twenty-four."

""" "
■

It is that time of year when the politicians begin to
renew old friendships and build their organizations. To
this end, Tom Tangney approached Jim Wilson over a
hamburger at the Chieftain's. "Jim, are you going to be
my campaign manager ag^in this year?" "No," Jim
swore, "I managed your campaign last year, and you do
everything but throw me out of student meetings. Why
help you, no gratis?" Tom was indignant, "You're
shouldI
still m school aren't you, whadd'ya mean, no gratis?"

"""

"

A crisis of minute proportions has arisen hi the science
department. The standards of the Mendel Club are endangered. The ASSC is also confused. It all came about
during the closing minutes of Wednesday's Advisory
Board meeting. As everyone was gathering up his books,
preparatory to storming the door, someone remembered
that the Mendel Club constitution, which had been submitted, revised and finally given the approval of the new
business committee (who handle such things), had not
been okayed. So they hastily moved that the Advisory
Board adopt the Mendel constitution. Does that make
the Advisory Board Mendelians?
Situations like the above have long weighed heavily
the soul of Blackie Thomas. For some time now he
has watched and seethed whenever students, pressed for
time, have left meetings before all the important business
had been transacted. This week at Gavel Club his indignation boiled over and gaining the floor, he said, "Madame
Chairman, I
move that from now on, no one be allowed
to leave the meeting, without stating a plausible reason."
"on

a"

* "

We think that the Commerce Club should have the
manager of the Central Auto Repair address them on the
topic, "The Economic Value of Locating An Auto Repair
Shop Close to Seattle College In The Jalopy Age." He
might start off by relating how a wheel from Ed Byrnes'
car came rolling merrily down his driveway this Monday
moruing. Did he get the business? But natch, what else?
It cost Ed twelve and a half dollars, too.

. ...

Dr. Wright was explaining that an emulsoid dissolves
a suspensoid merely hangs around. (We
are probably misquoting Dr. Wright, but arts students
will never know the difference.) "Now,' 'he said, by way
of explanation, "what do we have when we place earth
m water?" "Mud," quoth Bill McCoy.

m liquid, while

"

"

* "

During these periods of political calculation, even the
best of friends are apt to be very realistic. For example,
Barbara Klingele asked this columnist to nominate her
and we said, "with all my heart and soul." Then she
turned to Lois Murphy and said, "You get somebody
good to nominate you."

presents

...

ered the coat to the ground
and stepped back from behind
the side of the house. It was
his mother.

affectionately calls her "lovle,"
had taught her. Chris decides
out of boredom to join his country at war, and Fredericka figures fate has given her a chance
to return to her painting. (Sjhe
is apparently good m an abstract sort of way.)
Back at the old college, she
meets the refugee (a lonely and
wandering one) and from here
on flows the verbal inconsistency of a woman's mind. Of
course it's all Aunt Palm's
fault, for it wan she who had
brought her up to think this
way.
From here we really get nowhere. What begins as an interesting book ends with the hysterical mental wanderings of a
woman.Fredericka, torn betwen
her now love for Franz and
where she'll fit m his life, never makes up her mind, and the
story ends with Chris, who has
returned on a short leave, and
her spending a few days #at the
summer home. They don't "get
on" but are brought together
by the scream of a panther. The
birds, "only faintly, a few of
them" are singing "the satisfied and gentle songs of dying
summer!" And, "and a promise, so Aunt Palm had always
said" to be a golden day.
If you like books that haven't
got any particular ending but
leave you to your own choosing, (this is the one for you;
and if you go m for good writIng, characterization, and an
author who does most of the
thinking for you (too much,
sometimes), again this is the
book for you.

Word to the Innocent
—

SEATTLE COLLEGE OPERA GUILD
VICTOR HERBERT'S

Someone

was opening the
back door of the house. First
wanted to avoid the meeting.
He stepped back. Then he low-

it hapis not always
pens. Remember F. D. Roosevelt's running mate m 1933.
John
Garner? What is
his middle name ?
5. They used to call Frankle
Frisch of the Saint Louis Cardinals the Fordham Flash. Over
with the Brooklyn Dodgers there
is quite a stir over a colored
lad, the first m big league baseball should pan out. If so, why
not call him the Brown Blitz.
Anyway, what is the name of
the boy with the Dodg«rs?
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CHIEFS TO BATTLE HUSKIES SATURDAY
Split 2 University Of Washington
Scott Smith Captures First Chieftains With
At Lacey
Place Honors In PSNA Class Ranger
Scene Of Initial Husky
Nine
B Giant Slalom At Mt. Hood
Chieftain Baseball Foray

CHIEFTAIN
TOMTOM
...
The initial season for the
Chieftain ski team was
brought to a triumphant climax last Sunday m the person of one Scott ,Smith, who
placed first m the class "B"
Giant Slalom Race on Mount
Hood. Feeling he hadn't run
his best, he left Mt. Hood
for Seattle without even
awaiting the decisions. The
Monday morning papers gave
him the first news.

*

"

The Seattle College Chieftains

staggered

on their pennant chase

The regular ski season for the Chieftains came to a close last Sunday as they split a doubleby Tom Tangney
last Sunday when Scott Smith took top honors m the Class header with St. Martins, dropping
"B" giant slalom at Mt. Hood, with a time of 2:10.2. This the opener 4-3 m nine innings,
was accomplished primarily was a P.N.S. A. race sponsored by the Portland Junior and then copping the nightcap 8-7.
through the superlative hurl- Chamber of Commerce.
The Chiefs t>attled bravely m
enemy territory, as the Injured
ing of Andre Charvet, who Smith was followed by Robert
list mounted m both player and
will be Coach Fenton's pitch- Gallaher, Uncannoonuc Ski Club
spectator ranks. Vito Cheichi was
ing choice for his Chieftain (Massachusetts), and Ross Willithe first to reach the injured list
ams, University of Washington,
Fastball nine.
as he broke his finger. Coach
"*
over a mile and a half course. The
Yandle had him rushed imLen
rest of the Chieftain squad finmediately to a hospitalm Olympia.
Interesting to all colloge ished m the following order: L«e
The Seattle College Chieftains
Joe
baseball fans was the an- Crabtree 18, Dick Kavet 21, Lau- continued on their merry way last The next casualty was
trip
on
his
first
Ward,
who,
to
by
the ren Barron 25, Mcl Nelson 29, Jack Friday, racking up two more
nouncement last week
the plate m the second game, was
44,
Rhoady
31,
Lee
Jack
Koenig
gamea
at the expense of the St.
National Collegiate Athletic
hit on the head by a fast pitched
Association, that a National Tangney 45, and Bob Dietzen 51. Martins Rangers, 5-0, and 4-0. ball. The Olympia hospital soon
of
fifty-five
Intercollegiate Baseball tour- There was a fieldithe race. Jack The double victory was expensive, received the second Chieftain inmen who finished
however, as Hank Casal broke a
nament is to beheld this June Tangney suffered a leg injury shoulder bone sliding into second jury and alleviated his fears of
similar m makeup to the well broke his ski, t>dt finished the base m the third inning, and will having a concussion.
Also on the casualty list were
established N.C.A.A. basket- race despite the handicaps.
be benched for the remainder of
the
Ranger outfielder, who sprainthe season.
ball tourneys. Western MichiThis is Smith's first "year of
ed his foot m the rolling Lacey
Kalamazoo,
at
away
College
The Chiefs salted
the first
gan
competitive skiing and conseoutfield, and several spectators
Mich., will be host for the quently this was his first win, game m the first three innings. who were hit oy
foul balls.
two-day tourney commencing although he has placed high m With two out m the first, Rudy
As to the games, Joe Faccone
safe at first on an
June 27. Sites for the East- other meets for the Chieftains. Hentz was
was blasted from the box m the
the
error
second baseman, and
by
team,
ski
first inning by the first five men
ern and Western playoffs will Previous to joining the
Pat
Brady
of the Sno- reached third when
to face him. The Rangers put tobe disclosed later but dates he was a member
qualmie Pass Ski Patrol for a singled to left. Rudy then came gether two triples, a single, a walk
June
20
have been set for
year. A graduate of Garfield m home on a boot by the catcher. and a sacrifice to put across three
and 21, and don't think the 1944, he has been skiing ever since Bill Nunn led off the second by runs. Al Ivanich took over at this
taking first base as a gift of the
Chiefs are going to pass up' his second year m high school.
point and held the Rangers to
Ranger third baseman. Bob Crowthis
meet.
four scattered hits through) the
any bets to attend
Due to car trouble, Scott had to ley sacrificed him to second, and

Chiefs Whack Out
Two At Expense
Of St. Martins

In glancing over the recent
statistics, compiled by scorekeeper Don Charnley, we notice that Coach Yandle's
pitchers are establishing some
remarkable records.In 31 2/3
innings, Al Ivanich has held
the opposition to three earned runs, giving him the unusually low E. R. A. of
.95 runs per nine-inning game.
Also Frank Vena, ace lefthander of the mound corps,
leads the team m batting
The University of Washwith a brilliant .667, resulting
trips
to ington games tomorrow will
from 10 hits m 15
the plate.
mark the first Pacific Coast
Conference opponents the
of
With the culmination
Chieftains have to meet m
the first half of intramural any sport. Although the
Fastball play we find that Huskies have charged admisPaul McKillip's Terr ib le
sion to conference games,
Turks was the only club to
charge tosurvive the first round un- there will be no
string
morrow.
defeated. Their victory

leave for home immediately after
the race Sunday, and as he left
he said he had done horribly and
didn't even think he had placed.
It wasn't until Monday morning
when he read the morning paper
that he knew he had won. And
a surprised boy he was when he
came to school to receive congratulations from his school
mates. As a reward he received
a gold, trophy from the Portland
Junior Chamber of Commerce.

Tomorrow afternoon at 1:00 P. M., the weather permitting, Coach Yandle's Seattle College Chieftains will travel
out to Graves Field, located on the University of Washington campus, to battle Art McLarney's Husky team m a
doubleheader baseball game, the first such inter-city collegiate battle.

Although no official championexceptions. One is Hank Caship is at stake, if either team two
sal,
who injured hi s shoulder
should take both ends of the
and
is
a doubtful starter for the
doubleheader they would become
Howthe uncrowned city college cljarn- remainder of the season.
ever,
Joe
beaned
last
SunWard,
pions for the 1947 baseball seashould be fully recovered and
day,
son.
handle third base by
The Saturday double-headerwill ready to
tomorrow
afternoon. The other
most
outstandpit two of the
is
Vito Chiechi, fiery
exception
ing Northwest collegiate nines
backston, who
little
Chieftain
Although
against each other.
sprained his finger last Sunday.
Chieftains
are
Yandle's
Coach
play, Dick
stepping out of their league to If Vito is not ready to
will have to handle the
Parchem
their
impressHuskies,
face the
catching chores m both games.
ive 20 wins out of 2*2 games
Coach Yandle's pitching choice for
Northwill give even the Pacific
the first game, a nine-inning afern Division leaders something to
fair,
will probably be Al Ivanother
hand,
worry about. On the
ich
and
Frank Vena. McLarney
the Chiefs will be meeting one
has
not
announced either of his
of
of the most outstanding U.
W. nines m recent years. Art Mc- starting batteries.
Seattle College's next Winco
Larney's club has split with with
fracas will be played Monleague
twice,
defeated
Idaho
C.,
W. S*.
and split on thew Oregon trip, day afternoon* when the Chiefs
thus establishing themselves as journey to the Parkland diamond
one of the teams to beat m Pa- to tangle with the Pacific Lutheran nine. The Chieftain team
cific Coast Conference play.
The recently injury riddled swept a double-header from the
scheduled seven innings
Chieftains are expected to be back Lutes m Seattle recently, 1-0 and
The Chiefs got back those three at full strength by Saturday, with 13-4.
runs m the third inning, with
two Ranger errors, and a single
by Rudy Hentz, and m the sixth
inning with a walk and successive singles by Pait Brady, Bud

then came home on Vito Cheichi's sharp single to left. Three
more runs were scored m the
third with singles by Hentz, Bud
Emerson, Bill Nunn; a double by
Hank Casal, on which play Hank
broke his shoulder; and a boot
Emmerson, and Bill Nunn. In the
by the third baseman.
second extra inning, however, the
The second game was played Rangers combined two singles, a
the way Coach Yandle prays all sacrifice, and a passed ball to
all of his games would be play- shove across the winning tally.
ed. Frank Vena gave up only one
The second game started out
single to center, and left only like an exact duplicate of the
one Ranger on base. The Chiefs first game, the Rangers picking
collected the four nits allowed by up two runs m the first frame.
the Ranger pitcher In the third The Chiefs got to work and scrapand fifth innings to push across ed up seven runs m the next seas many runs. Dick Parchem led ven innings, while the Rangers
off the third by walking. Frank kept things interesting by getting
Vena was safe on an error by four more themselves. In the last
the7 first Backer, and Eddie ;Wil- inning, the Chiefs put three sinlens walked to fill the. sacks. Joe gles, a walk and a fielder's choice
Ward singled, scoring Parchem together to squeeze out one more
and Vena. In the fifth, Vena run. The Rangers came right back
started things off by singling to and filled the bases with two sinright. Eddie Wellens flew out to les and an error, but Frank Vena
to right; Joe Ward singled to calmed down and struck out the
center, but was forced out by next batter.The next man to face
Rudy Hentz's Infield grounder to him was automatically out on an
the shortstop. Vena meanwhile infield fly. Frank forced m one
reaching third. Hentz stole sec- run on a walk before retiring the
ond, and then chased Vena home side on a grounder to the first
as Pat Brady singled to right to | baseman. Thus the game ended
II8 to 7 for Seattle College.
close the scoring.

Beasley Says
By Ed Beasley

missed the two twinDue to business m the mountains I
bills against the Rangers. Tom Tangney, Sports Editor,
rushed out Darrington way on Saturday morning with the
approximately
192
There were
good news that we had swept the two Friday afternoon
contestants m six different races
Golf
games by twice blanking the Lacey lads. The split Sunday
at Mt. Hood, with thirty-five difTeam
ferentski clubs represented. There
gave us three of four games, which is winning baseball
clubs
from
four
ski
Season
were
different
Set
Close
withi a vengeance. The first game at Lacey was played unthe state of Massachusetts and one
Good from Harvard. The largest repreder protest after a big rhubarb towards the middle of the
On 1-Point
from
Cascade
game.
ithe
Here was the situation. How would you call it?
sentation was
Coach Bill Fenton announced Siki Club m Portjand, second from
The St. Martin Rangers w<^i a
last Monday afternon, after he the Mountaineers of Seattle, and
S. C. had Emmerson on second and Nunn on first; one
close match from the Seattle Colsquad for the last time, fourtJT"were the Chieftains with
away. Batter hits grounder to short. Emmerson delays molege golf squad last Friday by a cut hi*
mentarily and shortstop tosses to second to force Nunn.
scone of 8-7, making the seconO' that the CWeftain,;Xassl:ty FasttJall fourteen entries.
straight setback for the Chiefs nine was.ready to "pla yball."
Emmerson hastily regains second and is tagged when
"^lll ''taa^Class "C" mile giant
after twice downing Pacific Luthstanding on the base. "Double play," says the ump. 'That
The squad, which is entered m slalom course, Don Barovic led
eran College.
the Chieftain skiers m his class by
we shall see," says Coach Yandle.
Herb Johinston of the Laceymen the City Fastball League, com- placing Bth. Bill Dempsey finished
was medalist for the day with a mences league piay this week. 28, with Cal Druxman 33, Bill
In case the protest is upheld, there is this little worry
74, followed closely by Headoff The nucleus of the team is oen- Shoemaker 35 and Ken Arthur 38.
we shall have to replay the game from the time of the
man Teufel of the Chiefs who itered around last year's club,
binds
broke
he
and
contested play. That means a trip to Lacey, for one thing.
Dick Adams'
carded a 75. Crollardand Trudeau which
the
the
was
unable
to
finish
race.
City
fifth
m
finished
Possibly it will also mean that the Chieftains will again
were the only other Chieftains
who
There
men
fifty-five
were
Therefore
of the team, and who furnished face the scatter-armed thrower who is disguised as a pitcher.
who hit m the seventies, having Knockout tournament.
this event, with only
started
the
Chiefus
with new equipment at low Eddie Wellens was beaned on a previous visit to the Lacey
a 77 and 79 respectively. Tardiff it can be expected that
forty-six finishing.
for
m order that we could have farm. Last Sunday Joe Ward was rushed to St. Peter's Hoswas
man
costs
high
nine
will
be
able
to
Sangers
of the
tain fastball
a
ski
team. These include Bill pital
the day with an 88.
of
their
baseduplicate the feats
for an x-ray after being cracked on the noggin. It's
—<J.ul
Druxman
Lohrer,
Osbnrn and inland, Windy
The golf team will be shooting ball brothers on the diamond.
TOP
HONORS
strong-armed lads on the team but why on
SMITH TAKES
Langlle, H.B. Cunningham, Masts, nice to have
for the city college championThere were numerous surprised
Seattle Retread, Warshall's, and the mound if their repertoire consists only of a wild, fast
The probable lineup for th c
ship on Friday when tliey enterpeople at Timberline last Sunday Anderson
Sc Thompson,
ball?
tain the potent University of Chiefs will feature Tom Tague,
SC's tennis team rang up its when the judges announced Scott
to the ski patrol, Roy and
Roses
Washington squad at Jackson centerfield, veteran of last year's
Club,
winner
first victory of the season last Smith, Chieftain Ski
The sporting calendar for the Chieftains was a full one
Park. The University, as usual, nine, leading off, followedby John Friday at Lacey,Washington when of the Class B giant slalom. Thie Wilma Weckworth and the ski
during
the past weekend. Besides the four games m which
has a top notch collegiate golf McLavey at second base, George
lift operators at Stevens Pasa, who
they downed the St.Martins Rang- is Scott's first year of competi- made our many weekends on their
also
a
memfield,
Flood
m
tough
right
the ball team engaged, there was also a skiers' trip to Timteam and should prove a
tion on the slopes, and the maners 7-0.
then
team,
Rudy
last
ones.
year's
slopes,
pleasant
for
five.
The
of
the
Chieftain
ber
berline, an overnight hiking trip, tennis and golf competimatch
which he won ithe race
Led by Lome Denton, player- ner m
the faculty and students
And
to
players promise ef good, close Mockel, shortstop, baltting cleanand
practice
tion with St. Martin's and, on the social side, a Tolo Friproves that lots' of
match which, should prove inter- up, Joey Dahlem, another veteran coach and No. 1 man, the Chiefs strong training rules is the way of Seattle College, we would like
day
night. A slight unbending after the midquarters, so
to express our grattltude for your
esting if they are m top form from last year m left field, Lloyd had little trouble m downing the to do it.
speak!
as Jackson Park is their home Reed at first base. Gene Brown Martins squad. The Rangers were Lee Crabtree placed 18th m the support and interestin the gen- to
eral welfare of the team.
from last year s varsity at third unable to win a ««t, as the Chiefs
course.
Class B, with the rest of our B
The Sport Magazine for May carries as a feature article
Lest we forget, Fritz Leopold
base, George Miller, catcher, and won all the matches In two sets.
the
close.
In
following
fairly
team
question, "Is the West Coast Ready for Big League
the
points:
piltcher,
Individual
Strongest competition came
Andre Charvet, last year's
Don Barovic took Kramer deserves a bouquet for
Class
C
event,
3;
Codd batting ninth, on the mound.
Chieftains (7) Teufel
interest m Baseball?" In support of the affirmative is Lefty O'Doul,
from the Rangers' No. 2 man m
fqr the Chieftains, with his instructions and
Bth
place
3;
0;
Trudeau
Hawkes0; Crollard
the singles, Baer, who after losthe team.
who is quoted at some length. Among other arguments he
Also listed on the inal squad ing 6-0 to Hammond stretched the Bill Dempsey 28th, Cal Druxman
worth 1.
More "thank you's" to the Ski stresses the youthful players here on the Coast. "The P.C.
and
35th,
Goebel,
33rd, Bill Shoemaker
Ellis 0; Berg- are the following: Don
Rangers (8)
Club, Joe O'Brien, and the Freshset score to 10-8 before bowing Ken Arthur 38th.
Out
L. is a great place for great kids. We play them
woll 3; Tardiff 0; Johnson 3; Jim Farrell, utility; and Jim Jas- out.
man class for their help m raisLefty's
WHAT
TO
DO
talent."
words
are
true
of
young
we
thrive
on
utility.
here
perse,
Sweeney 2.
In the doubles match Denton
{This weekend will close the ski ing funds for our Timberline Trek
players.
But
Seals,
always
great
developer
young
the
a
of
and Hammond teamed up to beat season m the Pacific Northwest, last weekend.
talent, the Rainiers
Nelson and Baer of St. Martins except for some spring skiing m There are several people who on the basis of classification by young
been more or less mocked m belong m the Pioneer League. The team, from top to bot7-5, 6-3.
the upper parts of certain areas. have
doubles combination The Silver Skis race takes place this loolumn, and to let them know tom, is recruited from ex-major leaguers. A couple have
The
other
O AB H Pet. 2B SB HB R RBI SB E of Fillion and Hall decisively
It was all m fun Iwould like to
at Paradise tomorrow and Sunnever played higher than AAA ball and never will. We
8 15 10 .667 0 0 0 8 3 1 1
Vena, Frank
make public apologies to Bill
2
downed
and
6-0.
Gafney
Ager
6-3,
1
8
6
3
16
9
.563
1
0
while
June
there
is
the
8
m
day,
representing the city when
Fish Ski
0
2 25 11 11 1 Next match on the Chieftain's Rose City Ski Tournament at Shoemaker, Jim Roddy, Roajie used to have better ball clubs
27 .380
3
.20 71
Hentz, Rudy ...:
remember the
brought
young
21
2
1
m
talent. I
Anderson,
2
3
3
19
Jeanne
RoSeattle
scouts
Floyd,
.20 64
24 .375
John
Brady Pat
Winco f.«ague schedule will be
However, that about
12 34 12 .375 1 d «
7 T 4 3 the CWCE Wildcats next Thurs- Timberline. competitive
drowley, Bob
pinch hitter,
berts
and
Torchy
Mogstad.
plate
rookie
went
to
the
as
a
day
lanky
a
skiing for
9
winds up
15 7
Wellens Eddie .....20 62 21 .339 4 1 00 15
Ibow my head In shame, took three strikes without moving his bat, and walked back
And
games
The
will
be
at
day.
played
3
11
0
1
all
skiers
can
you
9
.322 4 0
the season, so
11 28
Cheichi, Vito
too, for knocking the girls who
9
swap your skis for a bathing suit.
.300 2 0 2 9 10 3 5 Volunteer.
to the bench with the long strides and hunched shoulders
Parchem, Dick
12 30
had
good intentions of forming a
0007562
28
290
—.11
8.
The Central team already boasts THIS IS IT
Ward Joe
we will always associate with Bill Lawrence. That was his
6 14
4 .286 1 0 0 7 0 1 2 a 5-2 win over the Chiefs. Only Unless something good m the women's ski team. These include
bang Howie
1
0
5
6
4
ChJj Hank
.283
3
13
debut
m PCL ball, fresh from the Santa Clara campus.
Clark,
Betty
Diane Perclval, Mary
A5 46 13
lo
54 14 .259 0 0 0 15 9 12 1 SC men ito win m that encountei way of ski news turns up before Holt, Eileen HHton, and Corinne Another gangling kid, first baseman with the Bronchoes,
16
Emmerson, Bud
48 12 .250 1 0 0 5 11 7 3 were Denton and Hall. Denton, the next issue, this will be the
took over shortstop and did a grand job Mary Owen. Wal4.250
2001410 Incidentally won his match against last appearance of "LET'S Leroux.
Faccone Joe
11 16
Recchia,' G«ne
1.
250 0001000 Central's No. 1 man Joe Clayton SCHUSS IT." And with my last TIMBERLINE TREK O. K.
7
4
ter Mails and Freddie Muller were m their "teens" when
12 85
6 .172 2 0 0 8 16 3 6-1, 6-2.
Ursino, John
Speaking for the Chieftain Ski they first donned the uniform of the Seattle Indians or
use
most
I
would
like
to
writing
2
.154 2 0 0 0 2 1 1
Al
8 13
Iwould like to express
The scores m the St. Martins of the space for apologies, ex- Team,
may have been the Giants. In those days it was a grand
1 .125 0
0 0 2 0 1 0
8
PeW Stew:.to all the people it
appreciation
our
appreciations.
0
10
0
0
and
planattions,
3
0
.000
0
0
2
games were:
Ooebel, Don ...-..catch even a glimpse of a former major leaguer.
0
0 0
10 0 0
.2
0
0
Many thanks to the Chieftain who helped make our trip to Mt. thrill to
Kirch, Bob ..._
Singles:
we
settled for such players as "Pid" Purdy, Lou
6-2, Ski Team, who worked hard thus Hood possible. Every man on the Hence
Denton vs. Nelson Denton
Totals: 20 589 186 .317 28 6 8 157 119 71 40
—
the
to
the
trip
team
enjoyed
Almada and Lefty Taylor, a first sacker par excellence.
Ham- past ski season to start the ball
6-0; Hammond vs. Baer
seen, and
never
slopes
they
unified
team
had
KR
SO
BB
VV
I.
Fist
for
a
more
rolling*
10-8;
They were all that Lefty O'Doul claims for the league at
Kay vs. HempIP AB H
mond 6-0,
—
they showed part of their gratinext
year.
Hanada
vs.
6-0,
61;
23
7
4
1.000
hill
Kay
present.
But Lefty must realize that our Rainiers are a
Vena, Frank
29 110 26 8
by faring as well as they
1.00.0 Bawken Hanada 6-0. 6-1; Hall vs Orchids to team captain Jock tude
28 107 26 18 34 16 4 —
I'll take the Seattle teams of the past
L*nff, Howie
Personally,
bit flat.
Koenlg, Father Logan, and Tom did. Although we didn't all win,
1.000 Klsor— Hall 6-1, 6-0.
Pietri, Stew
14% 52
8 3 13 10 2 —
realize that my prejudice
the Giants and the Indians. I
Tangney for their excellent sup- the skiers m Oregon knew that
1.000 Doubles:
Recohla, Gene
7. 38
48
93 2
team
College had a ski
against the name is probably unjustifiable, but I
find it
„
...31% 111 21 3 22 9 4 1
.800 Denlton, Hammond vs. Nelson, port and encouragement of the Seattle
Ivanlch, Al
when we showed up with so hard
team.
Faccone, Joe
32 109 31 21 31 13 2 1
.667 Baer SO, 7-8, 6-3.
club
appendage
which is an
to get enthused over a
To the local sporting goods | many entries.
21
Filllon, Hall vs. Oaftwy, Ager
2
8
10
Kirch, Bob
still
brewery.
to
a
I'm
afraid
we're
a bush league.
(Continued
page
4)
to
stores who donated to the cause
6-8,6-0.

Team Fastball
For
Play
Margin Play Looks

Ranger
Takes

.

Let's Schuss It!
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DANCE The Students Speak
SPONSOR
VET-FORUM
Red Mill Songs
Vet's Hall and Forum Club
Dave Lovtoik and Poggy Lesser

"NITE OF NITES"

Jointly Sponsor Mixer To
9
Be Held At Encore's May
Mother Na-

Highlight SC
Air Program

Vets' Hall hopes they have better luck with
ture next Friday when they collaborate with the Forum
Club m presenting a student mixer at Encore Hall.
Session,"
Last December, m sponsoring the "Sentimental attendance,

weekly program, "Seattle
College On The Air," last Thursday evening featured the Opera
Guild. Selections from the forthcoming Victor Herbert opus were
presented during the half hour

Student Observer

show.

The

a snowstorm hindered
but on May 9th it is hoped Muter
will have daughter moon shining

tvi had been formed to instigate
revolt against "the corrupt power politics existing m Seattle College." The SPECTATOR failed to
foresee any implication arising
from the accusation of corruptness m the student government
of a Catholic college. Since the
article m question dealt with such
an oxpose of student administration, the story should have broken into headlines which would
'magnetize the interest of the bulk
of readers who ordinarily are repelled by the unattractive play
given the column, irrespective of
its ingredients.

"Nite of Nltes" is the theme of
the dance that will have the radio
broadcasting aggregation of Al
Pierre and orchestra providing
music and mood from 9 to 1.
Committees are at work preparing and settling final arrange,
ments with Chris McHugh of the
Forum Club and Tony Lease of
Vets' Hall, co-chairmen of the
overall production.

The talent of Lorraine Brule's
pen, plus the imaginative creativeness of Joe Bitzen and Blackie
Thomas for man integral part of
production. Tickets, being handled by Elaine Howe, will be 65c

per.

Because the DHP writer was
allowed reign of an editorial column, the charge became a personal attack on the jDther party's
t Continued from Page 1)
presidenfial candidate whose perJohn Spellman spoke on St.
sor.a'.i'.y and platform are un- John de Bosco, a nineteenth cenknown to the majority of poten- tury Italian Saint, who is retialSO voters. Itis recommended nowned for his outstanding work
that the SPECTATOR introduce with wayward juveniles.
a potential president and print
Miss Seguro, another Seattle
his platform before it brings out College student, told of her exisolated criticism of an issue periencesm Japan during the war.
otherwise unheralded by the ma- Miss Seguro worked for the weljority. Had the charge of "cor- fare of the Madames of the Sacrupt power politics" been properred Heart while they were Internly treated and dressed m headed m Japan. Her indispensable
lines to announce its major appli- services endeared her to the
scope
cation, only then would the
hearts of religions of all orders.
of the story have been cosmopoliThe meeting was closed by a
tan and its publication justifiable. prayer, followed by an hour of
THE SPECTATOR'S failure to dancing.
cover competently the presidential
amendment story gave further

Sodality Meeting

Let's —Schuss It!

Nite of Night's has been chosen as the theme for the
coming Vets-Forum Club mixer. Co-chairmaning the event
are Christine Mcllugh, Forum Club president, and Tony
Lease, Vet's Hall Mayor.

Overnight Hike Highlighted
By Betrothal Announcement
Saturday of Clark and McKay
Highlight of tho annual Spring- contain wieners were consumed,
quarter overnight hike last week- and the wurst part of the meal
end, was the announcement of was over, oranges furnished desthe engagement of llusty Teepee sert.
to White Wigwam, known to the
Both Friday and Saturdayuninitiated as Virginia Clark and nights, innumerable stars and a
Jim McKay, former scribe and crescent moon lit the campfire
chief, respectively, of the hiking scene as they "sang m the eveclub. Saturday evening, as tlv ning by the moonlight." Interhungry hikers beat their plates spersed with the old songs. Jack
for rations, menus were distribu- Marilley solo'd hits from Victor
ted by Mike McKay, brother of Herbert's "The Red Mill." As the
the lucky man, revealing the good hour grew late and eyelids ht;u'y.
news to the tribesmen, who laid sleepy Hiyus -began one by one
down knife and fork to felicitate to leave for bed, the singing
the happy pair.
softened, and took on the peculiar
The excursion had begun Fii- excellence that comes only after
day afternoon, as twenty-one ;i lonp day and under the spell
Coolees, with mid-quarter exams of a fire.
safely behind them, set out m Hike Highlights:
the Luxury Liner for Chethum
Friday: Maury Clyde sleeps
With

Are You a Quiz Kid?

1. 1931. 2. Indium (see Science Digest, May 1947, p. 52). 3
Born May 28, 1934 (they will be
13 soon). 4. John Nance Garner.
5. Jackie Robinson, up from
Montreal farm. 6. Father Arthur S. Wharton. 7. The robin
listens for worms crawling m
the ground.

OUCH!

"What's the matter with your
wife? She looks all broken up."
"She got a terrible shock."
"How was it?"
"She was assisting at a rummage sale at the church and she
took off her new $2 hat ond somebody sold it for 30 cents."

proof of the journal's inefficiency. The amendment indirectly affects every student as a citizen
*
of the college community and di(Continued from page 3)
First Student: "The Dean says
rectly concerns the enriched numThe chair lift, the mile and
he
is going to stop smoking at
to
suneligible
radiaiting
junior
runs,
men
the
ber of
longer
and
the College."
enter the presidential race. Yet shine, the beautiful outdoors,
an
Second Student: "Huh! Next
trip
eventthe SPECTATOR reserved men- the lodge made our
he'll be asking us to.atop
thing
experience
new
one,
ful
and
a
tion of it to several isolatedwritetoo."
it,
ups and now a belated group of for most of us.
students question its advancement OHIT-CHATcollege
No other
ski team that
of the general welfare.
were represented at Timberline
* *
(formerly Peter Pan Lunch)
last Sunday had their expenses
THUS, THIS INVESTIGATION paid. In fact, Seattle College is
Stillaguamish.
Acres on the
like a sultan on an air mattress
of ASSC-student relations has one of the few Colleges In
FEATURING
untainted by things schominds
loyal
opfor
his neighbors "toss and
a
while
founded evidence
were
does
Did
group
Washington that
lastic, the carefree
moan when board meets bone,"
position to the present adminis- you know that Seattle College
to devote themselves com- as other hearty males spurn the
able
ornews
tration of the ASSC's
first
to
bad
Cream
schools
was one of the
pletely to small talk and
cold, cold ground to sleep atop
gan. This opposition represents form a ski team, and that they
puns.
The NEW SENSATIONAL
the LL
Five girls, who shall
oddly enough the majority, never set a precedent for other colleges
on arrival b nameless, serenade the byys
prepared
If
force
of
was
"FRENCH TIP"
the
Dinner
represented.
before
Ja|3k Tangney sufthis year
watchful from the cabin's front porch.
this contravention is attended by fered leg Injuries m the meet by the girls under the
14th &E.Pike
Roller.
Saturday: A number of hikers CA. 8936
the SPECTATOR, which casts Sunday, but is well on his way eye of chief cook Monica plates
bare
faces and
Including N. Heim Scholtz, arrive
the formation of school spirit and to recovery now
Watch for Contented
skill by cp.r, just m time for the Mt.
interest, the students' popular the forming of the "Little Bro- after dinner testified to the
& GENERAL
Pinochle puzzles'
Iliggins trek
vote m the current political race thers Intercollegiate Ski Associ- of the chefs.
TYPING DONE
many Coolees ;is Leon f'arria, m
will elect leaders who will be ation" this summer. It promises
Mt. Higgina was selected as
M P. SCHULLER
supthe
with
and
again
once
an after-dinner game, takes 240
hike,
blessed
(Seattle College Student)
to really be something m the way the site of Saturday's
the
Then
Ellen
port of the majority.
competition at high noon the Cooler:; hit the from 42 and gets 18
the of smaller college ski
Call KE. 4077
Seattle College student body,
fall
Chieftain Ski Team trail up a logged-off hillside "Th^ Swimmer" McDeviit emernext
third largest m the state, will takes to the air waves next Thurs- which proved steeper than six ges from the Stillaguamiah lookbe able to continue passing and day, May 8, at 8:30 p.m., over rasy payments. But dogged de- ing blue (m they go, out they
indigo).
enforcing traditions which uphold KEVR on th« Seattle College On termination won out and at
its high standard of Christian The Air program
The U. of length (same breath), the Hiyus
Sunday: Vie McKay's car, conculture.
Wash. "B" squad would like to gained the ridBe- and lunched at veying "R'.d Mill" choristers
challenge our ski team, and if a small stream amid the snow. home early, drops a hunk of exCA. 79J7
1340 East Madison
the meet should take place 1 Groat gobs of mustard rumored to haust pipe. Amusing, claim Iho
Triangle)
Pike
&
(Madison
miss
for
other
anything
occupants
Tangney's
wouldn't
it
ofTom
le, following ou the same
TILL WE MEET AGAIN
mi ion, was the sight of Mike
As this is hi.v last column for
Friendly Neighthe year Iwould like to express
Hoffmann gingerly retrieving the
the Street from School
Across
serving
Eight o'clock
my thanks to the Chieftain Ski
ri' 'hot relic
Intramural fastball play began
PETROLEUM
QUALITY
they
for
the
finds
job
'irlisbainling
wonderful
tho
at
flower
Hiyus
every
Team
your
last week, with all eyes set on
PRODUCTS
m representing Seattle Col10th and Madison.
knocking off the league-leading did m sports. They fared well m
lege
Terrible Turks. The Turks won all encounters, and I feel sure
the first round m a gallop. Rain that next year, when they have
SPOT
ORDERS
HAMBURGERS
and wet fields continued to hammanagement, they will do
belter
all
cavorters,
but
the
fastball
per
even better.
(New and Used)
games will be made up as soon
Irealize that Ididn't do too
the
assuring
therefore
possible,
as
SU. 2949
8304 Greenwood
good a job of organizing ithem,
i
completion of league play.
them a start. My I
but
it
give
did
Recent happenings m .the league humble apologies to all the boys
included George Flood's Ranger for the way Iacted at certain
nine's first triumph. They unleash- times, but
what Idid, Idid for
ed their "pent-up" batting attack you. Now that the end of the
BARBER AND
Where Collegians Meet
Malts Shakes Sundaes
trouncthey
Batbusters,
as
on the
BEAUTY
SHOP
season is here you won'tbe bothed them 19-10, scoring 12 runs ered with
me any more, so you
EL. |004
m the last inning. Meanwhile Paul can now rest m peace until next 1004 Madison
McKillup's Turks defeated their fall when a new team is formed
closest rivals, the Specs, 11-10 m under a new coach. Sorry Iwon't
O MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT
another slugging contest.
you
around
heckle
be
to
then.
The incomplete first round
And with that, Itake leave of
SINGLE SPACE
follows:
standings are as
all my readers, not with a hearty $1.00 $1.50 PER HOUR
1 "ski-bye" now, but a whole bunch
W
900 Words, or 7 to 8 Sheets
0 of "I'll be skiing you" and thanks
6
you buy your
Terrible Turks
$1.00
5
2 for reading.
Spectators
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
4
3
DRUGS
Batbusters
MRS. MARY TUCKER
City man (vacationing on farm)
4
3
Killers
1213E. UNION
FOUNTAIN LUNCH
3
4 "Do Insects ever get m your corn
Bells
122
E.
UNION
OFFICE
here?"
3
4 out
Ma Smith's
Corner Terry
Farmer: "Yeh, but we just fish
Phone KAs! 1212
1
Van Dee's
1
8 em out and drink it anyway."
Rangers

Cal Druxman
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need
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a

little while.

Peg: You know sometimes I
just feel like giving up.
Dave: Why don't you?
Peg: Jack just won't let me. I
told l)lm Iwanted to resign but
he said there was no one else to
write the column.
Dave; Iwish we could think
of a good question any question
m fact.
Peg: It's surprising how the
deadline sneaks up on us.
Dave: Yeah, every week.
Pe^: With only four weeks left
Iguess we should buckle down
and really prove to Jack that we
can get our column m on time.
Besides, Ihate to see him losing
all his hair.
Dave: All right, to start a good
intention off right what should
we use for next week's question?
Peg: Oh, that can wait 'til Monday.

—

NEWS FROM

BORDEAUX HALL

— Virginia Glassy

Spring has sprung at Bordeaux.
We have a back yard and roof
( ? ) that takes care of the sun
bathers as well as any of the
beaches.
We were honored last Wednesday with the presence of Mrs.
Leonard, Dean of Women. The occasion was the presentation of
the Bordeaux pins.
On the cook's day off Lois
Lechtenburg does the honors trying out her acquired skill (?) at
the art of cooking dinners and
baking cakes. Wondering why
the cakes didn't raise (m a recent experiment), she remembered
that she fodgot to put m the baking powder, then sprinkling some
powder on top of the cake our
cook closed the door satisfied.
The moral of this story is if
you see a Bordeauxite wondering
where to eat dinner on Wednesday night you know it's the cook's
day off.
Helen Gushing: "I was m an
accident the other day."
Shirley Clerf: 'Have a scar?"
Helen: "No thanks, I don't
smoge."

—

S-Point Cleaners
1112 Broadway
Next Door to Chieftain Fountain
CONVENIENT LOCATION

-~

—

— QUALITY SERVICE
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A FINE PORTRAIT

PERFECT GIFT
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Mr -*

«Mi

"

ONE BEAUTIFUL
8 x 10

bOLD TONED PORTRAIT
Only $1.95

-

- COSMETICS -
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deadline.
Peg: Idon't Know what he's
worried about— just because we
missed last week. I'm too sleepy
now to think so I'll see you m
the morning.
Wednesday 2:00
Dave & Peg: Where were you
this morning?
Peg & Dave: In the main hall.
Dave & Peg: What time ?
Peg: 9:00
Dave: 10:00
Peg & Dave: Oh!
Dave: Have you seen Jack yet?
He said he might have a question
for us?
Peg: Golly! There's Curly. He
wants to find out how to grow
hair like Jack Flood's. Why
couldn't we use that for a question of the week? You know-Isomething of human interest.
Dave: That isn't Curly, it's
Jack.
Peg: He does seem to be losing
his hair. Poor Jack, if he'd only
stop worrying about the Wediies
day deadline.
Dave: Let's avoid him for just

Horluck's Delicious
Ice

.. .

...

Down Spectators
In School Play

his?

BOVY'S CAFE

. ..

Terrible Turks

Monday morning:
Dave: What's the question for
this week?
Peg: You mean you haven't
thought of one yet? Oh! Here
comes Jack Flood. Why does lie
manhandle that beautiful hair of

Jack: Don't forget the WednesRomantic leads, Bill Klrby and day
deadline. (Deadline is Mon"Isle
of
Frances McGuire sang
but Jack knows how we
day,
Dreams" and "Moonbeams." Pren- work).
tice Dean presented his solo num"
sort of
Dave: Well, Peg, I
ber "Everyday Is Ladiles Day
—
I'll
use
but
might
we
thought
With Me." The duet "Because
call
toyou
about
it
and
think
Rita
Horan
You're You" featured
and Prentice Dean. Don Wood and night.
Rev Packard were heard In Peg gaily dashes off not the
"Goodabje John." Selections pre- least bit worried about Jack's
sented by the chorus included the warning and the Wednesday deadopening chorus "By the Side of line.
The Mill" and "In Old New York." Tuesday— ll:oo p.m., —telephone
rings.
Tom Kinnear was the student
— Peg?
narrator for the broadcast.
Dave: Hello!
a
preservicemen,
Peg: Huh!!
Before -800
—
Moore presentation of "The Red
Dave: This is Daye The StuWednesday
dents Speak.
Mill" was staged last
Peg: What time is it?
evening at Fort Lawton. The comDave: Only eleven. How about
pany of seventy traveling to the
Fort included singers, players, a question for this week? Ijust
dancers and production workers. saw Jack and he seems to be
losing hair over the Wednesday

brightly.

(Continued from page 1J

The following is typical of the organization through
which "The Students Speak" is prepared. This is a
bird's ear recording of the conversation between the
editors of the column.

&. Madison
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